Physical Impact on Folly Island
Terry Betts Report 25th March

EHC website planning references 3/19/2614/FUL 3/17/0392/FUL

Objections and comments submitted to the Council about the current application and the
earlier approved Wrenbridge application expressed concern about the visual impact of the
proposals, particularly heights of buildings, on Folly Island and particularly on the 1-11
Riverside dwellings immediately opposite the site. Building A & B Car Park CP.
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Wrenbridge Proposals

Chase Homes Proposals
It must be emphasised that the Chase proposals, like the earlier Wrenbridge proposals,
retain the existing but currently closed multi-storey car park “as is” – the sole change being
the cladding of the exterior walls.
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One of the reports accompanying the application contains Plan and 3D views (in the
context of existing buildings surrounding the site).
The 3D views are annotated with heights in metres above a common datum.
These heights of existing and proposed buildings can be used to analyse the visual
impacts on Folly Island.
The heights (in metres) are listed below.
56.47 Top of lift gear tower (Existing) >CP
56.37 False gable on riverside elevation of Chase Building B
56.00 Ridge line of Wrenbridge equivalent of Building A
55.81 Ridge line of Wrenbridge Building B (setback from riverside elevation)
55.46 Top of small part of roof of Chase Building A (most of roof at 54.30)
55.12 Corner of Building B (Wrenbridge)
54.30 General height of roofs of Buildings A and B (Chase)
53.22 Highest point of existing elevation facing 1-11 Riverside
50.68 Top of low wall at highest level of car park (Existing)
50.12 Corner of car park after cladding (Wrenbridge)
49.95 Corner of car park opposite Thornton Street after cladding (Chase)
49.46 Top of highest gable facing river (Existing)
49.19 Corner of car park opposite Thornton Street (Existing)
47.07 Gable facing the Barge (Existing)
46.64 Highpoint of café building (Wrenbridge)
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The existing ground level outlook across the
river, directly ahead from 1-11 Riverside, is
not particularly attractive being dominated by
the blank brick wall of the car park C P.
Chase suggest that the addition of cladding to
this brick façade will “reinvigorate its
appearance”.

The existing river facing elevation rises briefly to 53.22 metres Arrow 1 (this part,
immediately adjacent to the car park) is due to be demolished).
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Chase Homes Proposal
The Building A elevation of the Chase Homes proposal is opposite the Barge Public House
and the more recent rear extensions behind the older building. However, the “false gable”
of proposed Building B (facing 1-6 Riverside) would rise to 56.37 metres. Arrow 2. This
would be 3.15 metres higher than the current highest point of Building B.
Judgements about the impact of the current Chase proposals must take account of the
impact of the details of what could have been built on the basis of the previously approved
Wrenbridge scheme.

Under the consented Wrenbridge scheme the river facing elevation of Building B would
have risen to 55.12 metres. The top of the Chase “false gable” at 56.37 metres would,
thus, be 1.25 metres higher than accepted under the Wrenbridge permission.
The Chase application states “While Building A and B are essentially the same designs
the upper windows of Building B have been reduced in size compared to Building A to
further respect the neighbouring residential properties directly facing it on Folly Island. This
is despite the separation distances being the same or greater than the existing
(Wrenbridge) planning permission”.
Summary:
1) The Car Park remains “as is”. 2) The “false gable” in the Chase proposal is about three
metres higher than on the current highest elevation. 3) The separation distances between
the flats and the Folly Island cottages are the same or greater as already approved. 4)
“The upper windows of Building B have been reduced is size compared to Building A”.
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